We determine elastic and coupled-channel amplitudes for isospin-1 meson-meson scattering in P -wave, by calculating correlation functions using lattice QCD with light quark masses such that mπ = 236 MeV in a cubic volume of ∼ (4 fm)
The study of hadron spectroscopy from first principles QCD is entering a new stage of development where the relationship between the discrete spectrum of the theory in a finite-volume and the infinite-volume scattering amplitudes is being practically utilized to study resonances. The tool which allows us access to the spectrum is lattice QCD in which the quark and gluon fields are considered on a finite-grid of points with only systematically improvable approximations being made.
Predictably it is the simplest resonant scattering channel which has attracted the greatest initial interest [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , that of ππ with isospin=1, in which a low-lying elastic vector resonance called the ρ appears. These works have made use of the formalism relating the discrete spectrum at rest and in moving frames to elastic scattering amplitudes, which has been in place for many years [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Recently the extension to coupled-channels has been presented [11] [12] [13] [14] , and the first lattice QCD study of a coupled-channel system, that of πK, ηK in S, P and Dwaves, has appeared [15, 16] , showing that the energy dependence and resonant content of the scattering matrix for such a system can be extracted from finite volume spectra.
To date virtually all determinations of hadron scattering amplitudes in lattice QCD calculations have worked with artificially heavy u, d quark mass values, a choice which leads to heavier than physical pseudoscalar mesons -this reduces the computational cost, allowing calculations in smaller volumes (where m π L remains large), and pushes up in energy the thresholds for multihadron scattering such as ππππ, for which a finite-volume formalism is not yet in place (but see Refs. [17] [18] [19] [20] for progress).
The Hadron Spectrum Collaboration previously computed ππ scattering using 391 MeV pions [21, 22] , extracting detailed spectra of QCD eigenstates from variational analysis of two-point correlation functions computed in several moving frames in three different volumes. By obtaining a significant number of energy levels in the elastic scattering region they were able to map out the energy dependence of the scattering amplitude and show that there is a narrow ρ resonance barely above ππ threshold.
In this paper we deliver an extension of the work presented in [22] , utilizing a smaller u, d quark mass, corresponding to a pion mass of 236 MeV, in a large box of spatial extent ∼ 3.8 fm. Going beyond what was done before, we also consider the effect of including KK-like operators into the variational operator basis -the enlarged basis allows us to determine energy levels above the KK threshold, and to extract first estimates within QCD of the coupled-channel ππ, KK scattering matrix with I = 1, J P = 1 − .
I. CALCULATING THE FINITE-VOLUME SPECTRUM
The results to be presented in this paper come from a calculation using a single ensemble of anisotropic Clover gauge-field configurations of volume (L/a s ) 3 × (T /a t ) = 32 3 × 256, with spatial lattice spacing a s ∼ 0.12 fm, and temporal lattice spacing a t = a s /ξ with ξ ∼ 3.5. The 2 + 1 flavors of dynamical quarks have strange quark mass tuned to approximate the physical strange quark [23, 24] and degenerate u, d quarks with mass parameter a t m = −0.0860 corresponding to a pion mass ∼ 236 MeV [25] [26] [27] . The large volume and time extent, m π L ∼ 4.3, and m π T ∼ 10, ensure that exponentially suppressed polarization and thermal effects will be negligible. Correlation functions are computed on 469 configurations, typically utilizing multiple time sources on each to increase statistics.
Our approach is to determine the spectrum from a matrix of two-point correlations functions constructed using a basis of hadronic operators at source and sink. Our basis, which is described extensively in previous publications [21, [28] [29] [30] , contains both "single-meson-like" operators of the formψΓ ← → D . . . ← → D ψ, and "meson-meson-like" operators of the form p1, p2 C(
.
is a variationally optimized combination of "singlemeson-like" operators, capable of interpolating a stable pseudoscalar with momentum p. The use of various meson momenta, p 1 , p 2 , at a fixed total momentum, P = p 1 + p 2 , furnishes the "meson-meson-like" part of the operator basis, where the generalized Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, C( p 1 , p 2 ) ensures the operator has the desired properties under rotations and parity.
In order to efficiently compute the correlation functions, whose Wick contractions include quark-antiquark annihilation on a timeslice, we make use of distillation [31] . The distillation smearing operator is constructed as an outer product of the lowest 384 eigenvectors of the gauge-covariant laplacian on each timeslice. The light and strange quark propagators required to evaluate the correlation functions are the solutions of the Clover-Dirac equation using these eigenvectors as a source 1 . To our knowledge, this is the largest lattice volume on which the full distillation method has been applied.
We form the possible combinations of creation and annihilation operators at source and sink to construct a matrix of correlation functions. This can be analyzed variationally [36] [37] [38] by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem, C(t)v n = λ n (t)C(t 0 )v n , where the eigenvalues λ n (t) give information about the spectrum, and the eigenvectors provide the optimal linear combination of basis operators to interpolate state |n . Details of our implementation may be found in Refs. [28, 29] .
Through calculating the discrete spectrum in moving frames we may better constrain our description of scattering amplitudes -each moving frame gives the boundary a different geometry, which lead to modified quantization conditions relating amplitudes to the spectrum. In a finite, spatially periodic, cubic volume, there is a reduced symmetry with respect to that of an infinite space. For systems with no overall momentum, parity is a good quantum number and a double cover of the octahedral group, O D h , describes the symmetries of the system. The infinite volume partial waves are subduced into various irreducible representations, or "irreps", of the octahedral group. Systems may be considered having non-zero overall momentum, P = 2π L n x , n y , n z , which satisfy periodic boundary conditions if n x , n y , n z are integers. Such 1 The large number of propagators are very efficiently computed using an Adaptive Multi-Grid solver [32, 33] for the light quarks on CPUs, and the strange quark propagators are efficiently computed using Graphical Processing Units [34, 35] . Table I .
systems have a further reduced symmetry, relative to the rest-frame, and are described by the little groups, LG( P ), which are the subgroups of the octahedral group whose transformations leave P unchanged. The irreps of LG( P ) typically have an enlarged angular momentum content with respect to the system at rest, and parity is not a good quantum number. These concepts are discussed in detail in Ref. [30] with applications relevant to ππ scattering further developed in Refs. [21, 22] . The masses (and energies at nonzero momentum) of the stable pseudoscalars, π, K and η, are obtained from the lightest eigenstates in the irreps [000] A 
2 , where ξ is allowed to vary for each pseudoscalar species - Table I shows the masses and extracted ξ values. We observe a reasonable level of consistency in ξ between species, and we choose to use the value from the pion, ξ = 3.453 (6) , in the rest of this paper. The variational analysis that yields these energies also provides the eigenvectors used when forming the optimized operators Ω that are used in the "mesonmeson-like" constructions. Utilizing these methods, we computed I = 1, G-parity positive spectra for all irreps 2 containing J P = 1 − with
The operator basis used to construct the correlation matrices for each lattice irrep, Λ, is presented in Table II , where we see that the dimension of the correlator matrices to be considered is never smaller than 10 and may be as large as 37. As an example of (19) TABLE I. The masses of stable particles and anisotropy, ξ, obtained from dispersion fits using five momenta, as described in the text, and presented in Figure 1 . Threshold energies relevant to I = 1, J P = 1 − meson-meson scattering also presented.
[000] T − 1
[100] A1
[110] A1
[111] A1
[200] A1 π001 π00-1 π000 π100 π000 π110 π000 π111 π000 π200 π011 π0-1-1 π0-10 π110 π00-1 π111 π100 π011 π111 π-1-1-1 π0-1-1 π111 π-110 π200 π-111 π200 π-100 π200 K001 K00-1 K000 K100 K000 K110 K000 K111 K0-10 K110 K00-1 K111 K100 K011
[200] E2 π0-10 π110 π010 π100 π00-1 π111 π100 π011 π1-10 π110 π0-1-1 π111 π01-1 π101 π01-1 π101 π-111 π200 π1-1-1 π111 π-110 π200 the result of variational analysis, in Fig. 2 we present the first five λ n (t) from the Λ P = T − 1 irrep which illustrates the quality of the spectra obtained. Higher energy levels are extracted, but are not used in the scattering analysis which follows.
The spectra extracted are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5, where we display the energy levels transformed to their cm-frame values (points with statistical error bars), the scattering thresholds (short-dashed horizontal lines) and the spectrum of non-interacting ππ and KK levels (curves). As can be seen in Table II , we have not included any operators featuring pseudoscalar operators with momentum, | p| 2 > 4. The long dashed curves indicate those non-interacting levels for which we have not included the corresponding operator construction. The high-lying extracted levels displayed by gray circles lie in an energy region in which we have not included sufficient operators to reliably extract the entire spectrum, and these levels will not be used in the analysis which follows. While the A 1 little-group irreps contain no subductions from the J P = 1 + partial-wave, the E and B irreps do, and this is likely to be the origin of the consistent "additional" level, present near a t E cm ∼ 0.22 in each pane of Figure 4 , being due to a positive parity b 1 resonance. These states are observed to have large overlap onto "single-meson" operators subduced from J P = 1 + . The light gray dashed horizontal lines in Figures 3,  4 and 5 show the multihadron thresholds, 4π, ηππ and πKK. Note that we have not included operators resembling these in our variational basis, nor have we plotted the corresponding non-interacting levels in the Figuresthese will lie at a higher energy than the threshold. Experimentally these channels have very small amplitudes in e + e − annihilation until several hundred MeV above threshold [39, 40] , so we do not expect them to play a significant role -we will discuss this in greater detail later in this paper.
Before attempting to determine meson-meson scattering amplitudes from the spectra presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5, we will present a brief illustration of the importance of using a sufficiently diverse basis of operators in variational analysis. Figure 6 shows the spectrum extracted in the [000] T − 1 irrep using five different choices of operator basis. The histograms show the relative strength of overlap n|O † |0 for the various operators in the basis 3 . The leftmost column is our largest basis, the one presented in Table II which contains three ππ-like operators, one KK-like operator, and 26 "singlemeson-like" operators, 19 of which are subduced from J P = 1 − constructions, 6 from J P = 3 − subductions and one from a J P = 4 − subduction. The second column lacks the KK-like operator and is seen to give a reasonably consistent spectrum with the exception of the level which had large overlap onto the KK-like operator. The third column uses only the "single-meson-like" operators, lacking any ππ-like or KK-like constructionsthe only low lying state extracted appears to be some sort of crude average of the two lowest lying states. The fourth and fifth columns, which exclude "single-hadronlike" operators also provide poor determinations of the spectrum. It appears, as one might expect for a system in which we expect a narrow resonance, usually thought of as a tightly boundstate, strongly coupled to ππ, an accurate spectrum cannot be determined without including both "single-meson-like" operators and ππ-like operators. A simple argument explaining these observations (illustrated using an in-flight irrep) was previously and moving frame A1 irreps. Short dashed lines denote meson-meson and multimeson thresholds, with ππ in red and KK in green. Solid curves are allowed non-interacting meson-meson energies in finite volume, corresponding to operator constructions that were included in our basis, while the long-dashed curves are those that were not included in our basis. The points show the energy levels with their statistical errors as extracted from the lattice QCD correlation functions, with those in black being the ones used in the amplitude analysis to follow and those in grey not used, as described in the text.
given in [22] . In Appendix A we discuss the result of performing a phase-shift extraction using the spectrum extracted using only "single-meson-like" operators.
We briefly comment that in the [000] T − 1 irrep, there are extracted levels near a t E cm ∼ 0.28 which have significant overlap onto theψΓψ operators, these likely indicate the mass scale of the higher excited vector resonances. We also find levels that have significant overlaps with operators subduced from continuum J P = 3 − and J P = 4 − above a t E cm = 0.33, suggesting ρ 3 , ρ 4 resonances.
II. DETERMINING SCATTERING AMPLITUDES
The relationship between a two-body coupled-channel scattering t-matrix and the discrete spectrum for an irrep by the equation, det δ ij δ δ nn
where the determinant is over the channel indices i and the partial-waves, , subduced into irrep Λ. ρ i (E cm ) = 2k i /E cm is the phase space for channel i, and the finite-volume dependent matrix M P ,Λ n; n , with q i = k i L/2π where k i is the cm momentum in channel i, is described in Eq. 7 of Ref. [16] and Eq. 89 of Ref. [7] . This expression was derived in Refs. [11] [12] [13] [14] , and in the case of a single open channel, reduces to the conditions presented earlier in [6] and [7, 8] . In the elastic case,
ρ e iδ sin δ , and scattering can be described by a single real function, the scattering phase-shift, δ (E cm ).
For a given t-matrix, the solutions of Eq. 1 provide the finite volume spectrum, {E n }, in each lattice irrep Λ with some overall momentum P . In the elastic case, if higher partial-waves have negligibly small amplitudes, as one expects at low energies, the equation can be solved for δ 1 (E n ) for each calculated E n . In a two-channel scattering problem there are three unknown functions of energy to determine for each partial-wave 4 so for a given level E n this equation is underconstrained. If higher partial waves are not negligible, there will be still further unknowns. Fortunately, we are able to extract multiple energy levels in many irreps and these can be simultaneously used to constrain the scattering amplitude as a function of energy. By parameterizing the energy-dependence of the t-matrix, we can minimise a χ 2 function describing the difference between the calculated spectrum and the spectrum given by solutions of Eq. 1 for the t-matrix parameterization 5 . This method was first applied to a coupled-channel situation using lattice QCD energy levels in Ref. [15] and further details of this method and our implementation may be found in Ref. [16] .
A. Elastic ππ scattering
We first study the elastic region, by considering only those levels extracted below the 4π threshold, which lies slightly below the KK threshold. We will initially proceed assuming that only ππ scattering in P -wave is rele- vant in this energy region, and later show that indeed the ππ F -wave amplitude and higher play no significant role. When partial waves above = 1 are negligible, then using Eq. 1 one can obtain an estimate of δ 1 (E cm ) at each calculated value of E cm , as plotted in Figures 3 and 4 . These phase-shift values are plotted in Figure 7 , where we see a clear resonant behavior above ππ threshold.
In order to describe the resonant content of the scattering amplitude we may explore energy-dependent parameterizations. We will consider various choices of energydependent parameterization in the χ 2 minimization described above and will later discuss their pole content, finding that all choices capable of describing the finite volume spectrum have a pole at the same location in the complex-energy plane, corresponding to a single resonance.
In elastic scattering, the Breit-Wigner parameterization is commonly used to describe isolated resonancesin our case, with s = E 2 cm , this takes the form
with the energy dependent width, Γ(s) = 
where the first set of errors describes the statistical uncertainty and the second comes from varying the pion mass and anisotropy, ξ, within their uncertainties. The matrix illustrates the statistical correlation between parameters, which in this case is seen to be very small. The corresponding δ 1 (E cm ) is plotted in Figure 8 .
Modifications to the Breit-Wigner form which tame the k 3 barrier behavior at higher energies can be considered [22, 41] -fits to 22 levels with these forms yield barely improved χ 2 values and values of m R and g R that are statistically compatible with those given above. Restricting the energy region being described by the BreitWigner of Eq. 2 to 0.117 < a t E cm < 0.146, i.e. excluding the tails of the resonance, leaves 14 energy levels -fitting these also leads to m R , g R values compatible with those given above. The corresponding phase-shifts for these modified fits are plotted in Figure 9 .
A more flexible parameterization scheme is provided by the K-matrix, which automatically satisfies unitarity in the single-channel and coupled-channel cases. Our implementation is presented in [16] and reads, for -wave scattering,
where thresholds, Im I ij (s) = −δ ij ρ i (s), ensures unitarity, and whose real part is defined by a dispersive integral that ensures that t(s) has no pseudothreshold branch point (at s = 0). In single-channel ππ scattering with = 1, the Kmatrix is just a single function, and a convenient form is
with s 0 = 4m 2 π . Along with a suitable subtraction in the dispersive integral for I(s) so that Re I(s = m 2 ) = 0, this gives a t(s) behavior that is similar to a Breit-Wigner, but with the polynomial allowing more freedom in the energy dependence. The 22 energy levels below 4π thresh- Figure 7 . Curves show the Breit-Wigner fit to the whole elastic region (grey), a Breit-Wigner with HippelQuigg [41] barrier corrections (orange), and a Breit-Wigner description of a narrower energy region around the resonance peak (red).
old have been described by this form for three choices, N = 0, 1, 2, and without any polynomial term at allthe results are presented in Table III . There is negligible improvement in the χ 2 /N dof adding terms linear or quadratic in s, and the corresponding parameters are found to possess an increasingly large degree of correlation. The phase-shifts corresponding to the fits in Table III are plotted in Figure 10 .
The assumption that ππ F -wave scattering plays a negligible role in determining the spectrum in the elastic region, as was assumed in the previous analysis, can be tested using the energy levels we have determined. Figure 7 . Curves illustrate the K-matrix descriptions given in Table III , plus a K-matrix description using the simple phase-space, ρ, in place of the Chew-Mandelstam function.
leading partial-wave, and we have determined one lowlying energy level in each, as shown in Fig. 5 . Using Eq. 1 to obtain the phase-shift, under the reasonable assumption that higher partial-waves are negligible, we find δ ππ 3 = (0.45 ± 0.60 ± 0.28)
• from the point at a t E cm = 0.14763(51) in [100]B 1 . The level at a t E cm = 0.18712(53) in [100]B 2 , which is slightly outside the elastic region, yields a phase-shift of δ ππ 3 = (−0.2±1.6±1.8)
• . It is clear that the F -wave is negligibly small at low energies.
We may repeat the analysis described above to determine the P -wave scattering amplitude, also allowing a non-zero F -wave amplitude to influence the spectrum. A description of the 22 levels described previously plus the [100]B 1 level, using a Breit-Wigner to describe the P -wave and a scattering length parameterization for the F -wave, k 7 cot δ 3 = 1/a 3 , yields a 3 = 19(14) × 10 5 a 7 t , or m 7 π · a 3 = 27(20) × 10 −5 , and P -wave Breit-Wigner parameters statistically compatible with those given above. K-matrix variations produce similar results, with the Fwave amplitude always being compatible with zero.
B. Coupled-channel ππ, KK scattering
We now consider the coupled-channel region above KK threshold, where ππ → KK is expected to be the first significant source of inelasticity. Although we will use levels which lie above the 4π and ηππ thresholds, we will not consider those to be open channels. We expect the scattering amplitudes featuring these channels to be very small in the near-theshold energy region -experimental support for this assertion comes from the measured cross-sections for e + e − → 4π [39] and e + e − → ηππ [40] , neither of which has any significant value until at least 300 MeV above threshold, likely due to the dominance of meson-meson isobars in the amplitudes. Our expectation is that if we were to include operators resembling 4π and/or ηππ into our basis, we would extract additional energy levels very close to noninteracting levels corresponding to weak scattering amplitudes, decoupled from the ππ, KK channels that we consider. These non-interacting levels will lie somewhat above the corresponding thresholds. The formalism to understand three-body and higher multiplicity scattering amplitudes is not yet complete, although recent progress is promising [17, 19, 20] .
We consider coupled-channel K-matrices like those described in Ref. [16] , using Eq. 4 to define the t-matrix and K ij being a 2 × 2 matrix. A particularly useful form for K is
where the explicit pole in the first term is an efficient way of obtaining a coupled-channel pole in the t-matrix. While this parameterization permits a pole to occur in the complex energy plane, it is the description of the finite volume energy levels which determines whether or not this pole occurs close to the real axis and is thus relevant. We use the Chew-Mandelstam form for the phase space, subtracted at the pole position so that Re I i (s = m 2 ) = 0. We make use of a total of 34 energy levels, shown by the black points in Figures 3 and 4 . Four of these states show a significant overlap with a KK operator, whilst the remaining levels in the coupled-channel region dominantly overlap with ππ operators. This corresponds to using all energy levels below a t E cm = 0.22, or below the the first unknown "ππ" level, whichever is lowest. This spectrum can be described by the K-matrix of Eq. 6, with N = 0, with parameters m = 0.13170(36)(6) · a 
We observe a quite reasonable description as measured by the χ 2 /N dof , noting however that some parameters are rather strongly correlated, suggesting there is some unnecessary freedom in Eq. 6. The phase-shifts, δ ππ , δ KK , and inelasticity, η, defined in
are presented in Figure 11 . We clearly observe the same resonant behavior in δ ππ in the elastic region that we saw previously. We further note that there is very little coupling between ππ and KK above KK threshold, and that the KK → KK amplitude shows signs of being mildly repulsive. That this amplitude describes the finite volume spectra rather well can be seen in Figure 12 .
Of course we should be careful not to draw too many conclusions from this first description -we cannot be certain that our choice of parameterization has not forced certain features onto the result. To investigate this, we consider a range of parameterizations. For example we may vary the order of the K-matrix polynomial, N , in Eq. 6. We may also consider implementing a "running pole coupling", where the factors g i in Eq. 6 are replaced with energy dependent polynomials,
s m , where all g's are real constants. Another variation drops the Chew-Mandelstam part of the phase-space, instead just using the simple phase-space, I i (s) = −iρ i (s), which satisfies unitarity in a minimal way. Such a form is not ideal if we wish to extrapolate far below thresholds, as a kinematic singularity appears at s = 0, but we will not have cause to go so far below threshold in this case. We summarize these variations in Table IV showing the resulting χ 2 /N dof . Fits of comparable quality were found representing the elements of the inverse K-matrix as polynomials (as was used in Ref [16] ),
however they produced results with very high degrees of parameter correlation, leading to an unreliable estimate of statistical error, and we will not discuss them further. We plot the phase-shifts and inelasticities for a selection of fits presented in Table IV in Fig. 13 where we see that the lattice energy levels very tightly constrain each of these forms to give an amplitude description which does not vary significantly with parameterization. Figure 11 for a range of K-matrix parameterizations taken from the list given in Table IV .
III. RESONANCE INTERPRETATION
Although we constrain partial-wave t-matrices only for real values of energy, either from experimental scattering, or in this case from finite-volume spectra, the amplitudes may be considered to be functions of a complex value of s = E 2 cm . That the singularity structure of t(s) might be important is already apparent if we consider the elastic unitarity condition, Im t(s) = ρ(s) |t(s)| 2 , where ρ(s) = 2k cm (s)/ √ s has a square root branch cut beginning at the kinematic threshold. It follows that t(s) also has this branch cut and remains single-valued only if we consider two Riemann sheets, one where Im k cm is positive, the "physical" sheet, named because physical scattering corresponds to energies s + i on this sheet, and one where Im k cm is negative, the "unphysical" sheet. As more two-body channels open, a greater multiplicity of sheets arises, corresponding to the increased number of channel momenta.
The rapid phase and amplitude variation that we associate with a narrow resonance can be caused by a pole at complex values of s = s 0 = m − i 1 2 Γ 2 on unphysical sheets 6 . We may consider our parameterized t-matrices, looking for poles at complex values of s, of the form t ij (s) ∼ cicj s0−s where we factorize the residue of the pole into couplings to each channel, i.
We find that in every case we considered capable of describing the finite-volume spectrum, both in singlechannel and coupled-channels, there is a statistically well-determined pole near a t √ s 0 = 0.1306 − i 2 0.015 . Parameterizations that do not contain the freedom for a resonance pole to occur were not capable of successfully describing the finite volume spectra. Figure 14 illustrates the position of the found pole, with the lower portion of the diagram showing a zoomed region in which the determined pole is shown for a range of different parameterizations. A best estimate for the pole position, whose uncertainties allow for the spread over parameterizations is a t √ s 0 = 0.13055(36) − i 2 0.0150 (14) .
The corresponding coupling to the ππ channel also shows very little variation under parameterizations with a good estimate being a t c ππ = 0.049(3) e −iπ 0.06 (1) . The coupling to KK, which only arises in coupled-channel analysis is not well determined, having a large statistical uncertainty. Along with the observation that the elastic data can be very well described without invoking any KK amplitude, we conclude that we have not reliably constrained c KK . This is to be expected as the effect of the KK amplitude on the spectrum in finite-volume 6 a conjugate pole must also be present at s * 0 , but this pole is usually much further from the region of physical scattering.
decays exponentially as we go lower in energy below the KK threshold.
If we follow the procedure used in previous calculations, making use of the Ω baryon mass determined on these lattice configurations, to set a physical scale we find a t = atmΩ m An earlier calculation by the Hadron Spectrum Collaboration considered elastic ππ scattering using lattice configurations with the same quark and gluon action, but with a larger value of the u, d quark mass, such that the pion had a mass of 391 MeV [22] . We compare the Breit-Wigner parameters in this study with those determined for m π = 391 MeV in Table III 7 . The correspond- Zoomed region shows the pole found for a variety of parameterizations: various descriptions of the elastic amplitude (red), various K-matrix descriptions of the coupled-channel t-matrix, using the Chew-Mandelstam phase-space (orange), and using the simple phase-space (blue). Table III. ing phase-shifts are shown in Fig. 16 . We note that the Breit-Wigner couplings g R show good agreement between the two different quark masses, as has been suggested in unitarized versions of chiral perturbation theory [42] . The apparent difference in the pole residue coupling, c ππ , is completely explicable in terms of the P -wave barrier -since the t-matrix near threshold must behave like t(s) ∼ k 2 , we may consider c ππ =c ππ k(s 0 ) where k(s 0 ) is the cm-frame momentum at the pole position. It follows that c [22] . These numbers compare the Breit-Wigner description only and the quoted pole is from that single parameterization.
IV. SUMMARY
The ρ resonance was extracted using a detailed spectrum of lattice QCD energy levels working in a (∼ 4 fm) 3 cubic volume with a pion mass of 236 MeV. Using the variational method and a large diverse basis of operators, energy levels were obtained in the elastic ππ scattering region and the near-threshold coupled-channel ππ − KK energy region and these were used to constrain the I = 1 J P = 1 − and J P = 3 − scattering amplitudes. By making use of the formalism relating the elastic and coupled-channel scattering amplitudes to the spectrum of eigenstates in a finite volume, we were able to extract phase-shifts and inelasticity for the coupled ππ − KK system. The elastic region was found to feature a narrow resonance, which persists when the coupled KK channel is also considered. A range of t-matrix parameterizations lead to consistent resonance parameters in the sense of a pole in the complex energy plane. Using the Ω baryon to set the scale this pole is located at √ s ρ = 783(2) − i 2 90(8) MeV. A simple Breit-Wigner description of the elastic amplitude works well and gives a coupling that is consistent with the value determined at a larger pion mass and that extracted from experimental data.
In a coupled-channel analysis we found the ππ − KK system to be only weakly coupled for the range of energies we considered, and only small phase-shifts were observed in the KK channel. This is only the second example of the extraction of a coupled-channel scattering matrix from lattice QCD, following the earlier study of πK, ηK [15, 16] . This first exploratory study above KK threshold neglected three-and four-hadron contributions that have been observed to be suppressed in experimental studies. Progress in the development of a finite-volume formalism capable of dealing with these higher-multiplicity channels is ongoing [17, 19, 20] .
The consistency and broad applicability of these methods to extract resonance properties from lattice QCD is now being demonstrated with successful applications at multiple pion masses in various quantum numbers. Future studies will aim to shed light on longstanding mysteries such as the a 0 (980), f 0 (980) resonances, and investigate excited hadron states with exotic quantum numbers.
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In order to gauge the importance of including ππ-like operators in the basis, we perform variational determination of the spectrum using only the "single-meson-like" operators in each irrep. The energies so determined are converted to elastic phase-shifts and are plotted in Figure 17. For comparison, we also show the Breit-Wigner elastic phase-shift curve determined in the text. As we have previously suggested [45] , when a narrow resonance is present, using only "single-hadron-like" operators tends to provide energies which lie roughly within one hadronic width of the mass of the state. It is clear that this limited operator basis may be useful to suggest the presence of a narrow state, but it cannot determine the resonant properties of such a state. Figure 7 ) corresponding to the spectrum extracted using only "single-hadron-like" operators,ψΓψ. The grey band shows the elastic Breit-Wigner amplitude determined from the full spectrum as described in the body of the manuscript. The blue dashed vertical line and band indicate the Breit-Wigner mass and width.
